320R ROLLER LATCH WITH T-STRIKE
DOOR & FRAME PREP TEMPLATE

1 5/32" [29.4] MORTISE
2 9/32" [57.9] MORTISE
1 5/8" [41.3] MORTISE

#8 x 1" FPHWS (2x)

ADJ ROLLER DEPTH
BY ROTATING KNOB

1/8" [3.2] MORTISE

1 9/16" [29.4] MORTISE
2 1/8" [54] MORTISE
2 9/32" [57.9] MORTISE

MATERIAL MAY NEED TO BE REMOVED BEHIND THE LIP OF THE STRIKE (DEPENDING ON THE RABBET LENGTH.)

JAMB MOUNTING

1 5/32" [29.4] MORTISE

STRIKE

2 25/32" [70.4] MORTISE
2 1/8" [54] MORTISE
1 9/16" [40.1] MORTISE
1 17/32" [38.9] MORTISE
1 5/32" [29.4] MORTISE

#8 x 1" FPHWS (2x)

NOTE: HAGER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE PART CHANGES AND IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR OBSOLETE DRAWING ERRORS.
TO ENSURE YOUR DRAWING IS CURRENT VISIT WWW.HAGERCO.COM.
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